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Development of a multi-platform mobile app
with React Native
Vojtech Novak, Ivo Maly
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Abstract. React Native is an open source library for creating native
mobile apps using Javascript and React. It allows the developer to create
user interfaces using React components which are then mapped onto their
native counterparts. The topic of this talk is development of an app for
ios and Android with this library. We will cover different topics such as
the developer experience, communication with native and libraries for
state management, as well as achieving platform-specific look and feel.
We will conclude with some of the advantages and disadvantages of using
React Native.
Keywords: react native, mobile apps, iOS, Android
1 Introduction
The objective of this project is to develop a mobile application for Memsource
Cloud, which is a platform for translators and translation agencies. It enables
its users to manage their translation projects and processes and perform the
document translation in an effective manner. My goal is to develop a mobile app
that will give a more convenient access to the management features of Memsource
Cloud to its customers who are on the go or do not have a laptop or desktop
computer at their disposal. The application has to be created for the two major
platforms of todays market - iOS and Android with focus on maximizing code
share and having platform-specific look and feel.
2 Method
The solution consisted of finding the core features of Memsource Cloud that
would be included into the first version of the app, creating mock-ups and im-
plementing them. Since React Native [2] is a very immature library, it only
provides the essential components in their basic appearance and I needed to cre-
ate custom components that would look and behave according to the guidelines
of each of the platforms and to what people are used to.
The main way of creating user interfaces with React is component composi-
tion - by wrapping a component you create a new one and give it some additional
functionality.
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of various application developed during the research.
Since the app will support lots of CRUD operations we need components for
choosing date, choosing one or more items from a small as well as large lists and
more.
Our goal thus is to wrap the essential components and give us an option to
customize their look (for example a label or an icon) and mode (for example
modal or inline picker) which will allow us to use them throughout the app with
a unified interface. The figure shows an example of different look of components
on Android and iOS [1].
When using such components in code, one only has to pass them the informa-
tion about the icon, the values they need to show, the mode and how they should
respond to user action. The logic of how the component should be displayed and
styled is hidden inside of it, with the styling being overridable. This way we can
construct reusable components with platform-specific behaviour. These compo-
nents, together with components that are common for both platforms, such as
a ListView, form the entire UI of the application.
3 Evaluation
Throughout the development I have continually reviewed the application with
members of Memsource support team and included their feedback into the de-
velopment process.
4 Conclusions
The application as it is now will serve as a basis for further development of
Memsource services for mobile users.
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Coboard flowers: An Interactive Installation for
Prague Spring International Music Festival
Anna Kutikova, Miroslav Macik
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Abstract. Coboard flowers is an audio-visual public installation for
Prague Spring International Music Festival. An interactive visualization
with floral motive was shown. The interactivity was based on face de-
tection of the user, enabled by a computer vision algorithm. The control
signals are the position, distance, gender, and age of the users. The vi-
sualization is accompanied by adaptive music.
Keywords: interaction, flower, festival, face detection
1 Introduction
In cooperation with festival organizers, there was a competition of design con-
cepts that would further enhance the program of the festival with alternative
media, presented to the festival visitors. Our goal was to offer a nontraditional
interactive installation that on the one hand relates to the festival by its funda-
mental motive but on the other hand it should slightly disrupt the traditional
concept of the festival. An additional goal was to attract the young audience
to attend the classical music festival. Liu et al. [1] describe interactive wireless
electronic billboard that can be controlled using a mobile phone via Bluetooth.
For obtaining further information about the advertised product or to complete
a purchase transaction, it is necessary to use different communication channel
such as phone call. Peltonen et al. [2] describe a field study focused on multi-user
collaborative interaction with public displays. Accordingly to authors, individ-
uals interacting with such systems are typically strangers to each other. Also,
in crowded places, only 18% of interactive sessions with the public display con-
sisted of only one user. Strangers often acted separately and seldom in parallel.
They interacted with each other mostly after a conflict (e. g, the necessity to
access a common screen area). Authors also emphasized the effect of learning
from each other. Seeing someone using the display made people aware that it is
an interactive installation.
2 Method
Our solution is based on position, distance, gender, and age of the users. A
user stands in front of the screen. At the moment users face is detected in the
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Fig. 1. An interaction principle.
camera image, a pictogram corresponding to users gender and age estimation is
shown. The face recognition system requires approx. 2 seconds to assign a unique
identifier to a face of an individual user. From this moment, the Coboard Flowers
shows flower visualization. The horizontal position of the flower corresponds to
users face position it resembles mirror image. The progress of flower blooming
corresponds to face distance from the screen. Flower visualization is accompanied
by adaptive music as described below. As the detection of a particular face
disappears in the camera image, the corresponding flower is slowly faded out.
The final realization of our interactive installation was in the venue of Prague
spring festival.
3 Evaluation
The prototype of Coboard Flowers was qualitatively evaluated using usability
study. Log from the installation was analyzed in order to get qualitative data
about real world usage. For qualitative evaluation, we hired six participants, four
male, two females. Several findings have been identified in this experiment: 1) In
some cases, flower visualization changed from one flower to another frequently.
This induced confusion among some participants. 2) When user’s face ceases to
be detected in the camera image, the corresponding flower visualization froze
at the last position. As user approaches the screen once again, a new flower
visualization was shows. This confused some users and decreases the aesthetic
quality of the motive. 3) Some users did not comprehend the meaning of pic-
tograms shows in the initial phase. As a result of the qualitative evaluation,
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several improvements were implemented into our interactive installation. Most
importantly, a particular flower visualization has been connected to unique user
identification (addresses issues 1-2).
About our quantitative usage evaluation, the system was deployed at one of
the venues of the Prague Spring International Music Festival as an additional
part of the program. The system was available to the users for 14 days. The
system identified 453 interactions with unique uses (178 male, 275 female). For
the purposes of this evaluation, a session is considered a time when a unique
user for the day is being registered by the system. Only sessions lasting longer
than 5 seconds were considered. Most users were around 25 years of age. The
number of female users was greater than the number of male users. Total of 249
sessions (54%) lasted 15 seconds or longer. Total of 201 sessions (44%) lasted 20
seconds or longer.
4 Conclusions
We would like to explore further opportunities for our solution in the public
space. On direction to explore is the use of the Coboard Flowers for adaptive
information presentation and adaptive product advertising.
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the Technology Agency
of the Czech Republic under the research program TE01020415 (V3C Visual
Computing Competence Center) and by the project Navigation of handicapped
people funded by grant no. SGS16/236/OHK3/3T/13 (FIS 161 1611663C000).
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Crowdsourcing as the possible solution to
inaccurate navigation systems for handicapped
people
Michaela Riganova, Jan Balata
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Abstract. To create reliable navigation system is a complex task. But
creating one for handicapped people brings another set of challenges.
People with disabilities have much higher requirements regarding infor-
mation about accessibility. Detailed knowledge about the presence of
existing landmarks, obstacles and properties of pavement segments are
needed. But how to collect these data efficiently? How to make sure that
all the data will be properly described? One of the proposal is to achieve
this data mining by crowdsourcing approach. This paper will discuss
possible solutions and challenges which are related to this problem.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, navigation systems, people with disabilities,
spatial data
1 Introduction
Navigation to remote destination is especially difficult for people with disabilities
who have much higher requirements regarding information about accessibility.
There is a significant need for navigation system, which would provide them
with information about the presence of existing landmarks, obstacles and other
features of pedestrian communication so they can move freely and independently.
One of these systems is called Naviterier developed by CTU in Prague. While
its certainly a big step forward in comparison to standard navigation systems it
also suffers with several problems [1]. During the testing it turned out that the
users lacked the information about shape of corners and features of pedestrians
crossing and also frequently collided with traffic signs, poles, beer gardens, etc.
This resulted in the Naviterier improvements and the system is now able to
produce more complex information about the significant landmarks but currently
covers only 53 km of sidewalks, crossings and pedestrian areas in the city centre.
We must find a way how to efficiently gather this huge amount of data which
the Naviterier needs to work with.
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Fig. 1. Measuring techniques used by participants.
2 Method
One of the proposal is to achieve this data mining by crowdsourcing approach.
Crowdsourcing allows us to gather a big volume of hard-to-obtain data in short
time with minimal investment, but there are some serious challenges associated
with this gathering which we need to overcome [2]:
– Non-expert contributors cannot produce the same quality of data as legiti-
mate professionals.
– Non-expert contributors use amateur equipment and tools, so their results
cannot be as precise as those of professionals.
– Every contributor has a different motivation for participating in crowdsourc-
ing. Some of contributors might intentionally abuse the system with wrong
data.
To verify how people really behave during the crowdsourcing process, which
includes recognizing, naming and measuring special features and properties of
pedestrian communications, and also to verify how their results differs from the
results of professionals, we decided to conduct an experiment.
3 Evaluation
For our experiment, we selected a quiet area in the city center of Prague, the
Czech Republic. Our route was approximately 200 meters long and consists of 4
segments (pedestrian sections where pedestrians can move pavements, crossing
etc.), 3 landmarks, 2 obstacles and 1 stop place. We invited 11 people (22 51
years old) who are experienced in the use of smartphones and mobile applications
and we divided them by age into 3 focus groups. The participants were not
equipped with any special technology or measuring tools. Every group received a
simplified hand-drawn map with marked objects of our interest. We were mainly
interested in shape of corners, features of pedestrian crossings like the presence of
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tactile pavement, audio signalization, and accessibility for wheelchair users, then
measurements and position of obstacles, passable width and slope of pedestrian
segments and accessibility of tram stop. The participants were asked to go from
place to place and discuss the terminology of the marked object and write down
all its noticeable features and properties and find the best way how to measure
it while focusing mainly on wheelchair users, but also taking into consideration
blind pedestrians, seniors and parents with strollers.
4 Results
The participants struggled to identify what objects on the street are the real
obstacles for handicapped users and which properties are exactly needed for
their safe navigation. The participants had no problem with naming pedestrian
segments and landmarks. There was a high amount of consistency between the
groups. All participants were able to agree on usually a single term for a given
segment or landmark. On the other hand, participants struggled to correctly
name some of the properties of pavement segments and landmarks. They found
very hard to find a proper name for the shape of corners or different kinds of
slope. For measuring length, width and depth the most common technique used
by participants was stepping or using their feet, they also used credit cards and
squared paper as compensation for meter. The participants struggled to measure
exact slope of pavement segments, they used mobile application but it was not
sensitive enough, so they just described the slope with terms as gentle, small,
smooth, slightly uphill. Values obtained with professional tools, in comparison
to the values measured by participants do not differ significantly. That means
that the measurement methods chosen by participants and listed earlier are quite
accurate.
After the experiment was finished we made a short post-interview with the
participants. The participants were asked whether they are motivated to gather
the data for the navigation of handicapped people or what would increase their
motivation if it’s lacking. Some participants do not feel motivated at all, mostly
because they do not have any relative or friend who would be handicapped,
therefore the whole topic seems rather distant for them. On the other hand, those
who has relative or a friend with a disability, confirmed that their motivation
is much higher. They also suggested that element of gamification could help or
if the data gathered could be somehow useful even for non-handicapped people,
for example information about the traffic noise or attractiveness of the route,
they would be more likely to participate.
5 Conclusions
According to the outcomes of our experiment we have made a few recommen-
dations for our future crowdsourcing application, which might help to collect
requested spatial data more efficiently and more precisely:
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– The application should provide contributors with proper guidance and in-
structional pictures of what and how to measure, so that even non-expert
contributors are capable of producing data of acceptable quality.
– Contributors should provide only objective information about the requested
pedestrian segments and landmarks, such as width, height, depth, slope, ma-
terial etc. While non-expert contributors are not familiar with special need of
each end-user group, they should not subjectively evaluate the accessibility
or safety of the requested pedestrian segments and landmarks.
– We need to raise public awareness about lives and certain needs of people
with disabilities, so that people do not feel distant from this issue.
– To attract more users, we should consider gamification of the application.
The application should also collect subjective data on the attractiveness of
routes, so that we motivate to participate also people without disabilities.
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the project Naviga-
tion of handicapped people funded by grant no. SGS16/236/OHK3/3T/13 (FIS
161 – 1611663C000) and by Czech Radio Foundation project ”Svetluska”.
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Supporting the work of operators of
tele-assistance centers for visually impaired
people
Jana Szczurkova, Jan Balata
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Abstract. The work of the operator of a tele-assistance center for visu-
ally impaired people includes searching information on the internet and
preparation of detailed textual itineraries of planned routes. Our goal
is to make his work easier, by means of aggregating several information
sources in one access point and optimising operator’s workflow.
Keywords: itinerary, route planning, visually impaired, tele-assistance,
visualisation
1 Introduction
The work of the operator of a tele-assistance center for visually impaired people,
includes searching information on the internet or public transport connections
and preparation of textual itineraries of planned routes. Usually the operator
opens several browser windows with different services and map providers at the
same time to quickly find desired information. This task demands high cognitive
load and increases a stress level. Our goal is to ease these stressful situations
by means of aggregating several information sources in one access point and
optimising, operator’s workflow. We aim to achieve this goal by introducing a
sophisticated set of visualisation tools laid over a map, and several techniques
which utilize previously created descriptions of routes and provide partial auto-
matic generation of the new routes.
Automatic generation of itineraries will be provided by Naviterier Routeplan-
ner [1], which will generate a template of itinerary, that will be improved by
existing more detailed itineraries written by operator. It will help with reuse
of existing itineraries, so operator wont have to rewrite some segment of route
multiple times.
2 Method
Our goal is to make the work of the operator easier, because itineraries for
visually impaired people are very detailed, and all of these details operator must
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Fig. 1. Paper mockups.
find on the internet or in existing files. We want to aggregate all information
sources (map provider, existing itineraries, searching tools, text processor etc.)
into one software, so everything will be available together.
Map provider will be improved by set of visualization tools laid over a map.
Some of them can be map layers like map of noise, technical map or map of
slope. Map of slope will be visualized as map of contour lines colored by color
of its slope e.g. red for ascend, blue for descend. Another possible solution of
visualizing slope can be coloring only a concrete route with a graph of individual
segments with category of its slope and length of it.
Then there will be a map of existing itineraries to easily show on which routes
already exists some itinerary, which can be used for generating or writing another
one. There will be also a label with name of concrete file, which will be colored to
show information about how much outdated the itinerary is (green for new one,
red for very old one), because operator must always check those itineraries if it
is correct. For these labels we will use technique of Extended Excentric Labeling
[2]. Next feature will be list of itineraries with full-text search to find easily some
existing itinerary.
There must be also a function of searching start and destination location
and creating new route. Operator can draw it or let it generate on a map with
possibility of modification. This routes itinerary will be generated via Naviterier
Routeplanner [1] and improved by segments from existing itineraries. Next fea-
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ture will be setting map street view to start with arrow, that will show where to
continue. It will help operator to improve generated itinerary, because he works
with street view a lot.
Last solution is related to Remote Assistant [3] mobile application. It shows
clients location on a map and also is streaming video from his phone in real life.
In our solution clients position will be transferred to a map in our software and
it will also show clients direction of view. It will help operator to orientate in
map, because he was always searching clients position in a map manually.
3 Evaluation
Our project is still in the analysis phase. We observed the work of the operator
of Navigational Centre for the Blind in Prague, then we create first low-fidelity
prototype of solutions of observed problems, which was presented to the operator.
He finds difficult to split existing itineraries into segments, but he said that
generating itineraries will definitely help, because there will be less writing. Some
presented map layers, like map of slopes, he finds not so important for him,
because, in itineraries, this information will be mentioned and when everything
will be generated from existing itineraries, there will be no use for these maps
in the future. In solution for Remote Assistant, he very appreciated the idea of
transferring clients position into the map, but direction of view is not necessary
for him in most cases, because he can set map providers street view to position
of clients video.
4 Conclusions
The operator very appreciated our designs and thanks to his opinion we can
prioritize some problems over another. So our next steps will be to create better
and more detailed prototypes, thinking about effective algorithm, that will split
existing itineraries into reusable segments and also to find out how much it will
cost to get data from Remote Assistant [3].
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the project Naviga-
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Accessibility of mobile rich internet applications
for visually impaired users
Vojtech Gintner, Jan Balata
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Abstract. Navigation of blind and visually-impaired people using a
mobile device is a challenging task. In our work, we focus on provid-
ing an accessible mobile user interface for existing navigation system.
We discuss matters of rich internet application accessibility same as the
availability of necessary APIs [3]. In our design, we focus on sidewalk
level localization accuracy using conversation with the user as well as on
crowd-sourcing additional information about their whereabouts. During
all design and prototyping phases, we employ of User-Centered Design
methodology.
Keywords: accessibility, rich internet applications, user-centered de-
sign, mobile accessibility, navigation, visually impaired, pedestrian
1 Introduction
Navigation of visually-impaired pedestrians consists of 3 separate problems. The
first one is to manage all the detailed route data like corner roundness, slope,
material of the sidewalk, etc. to be up to date and precise. Second is localisation
of the user with a sidewalk level of accuracy. And the third one is to put it all
in accessible, easy-to-use mobile application. Current Naviterier [4] application
only provides segmented route from point A to point B. Our goal is to design an
accessible application that is not only able to safely localise and navigate blind
people, but also gather data from users currently on the route. The application
should be working perfectly on Android and iOS devices and optionally in web
browsers [2].
2 Method
We chose web-based (hybrid) application in order to keep fast development, easy
maintaining and multi-platform usage [1]. Accessibility of hybrid application is
nearly comparable to accessibility of native application in addition to only minor
difference between platform-specific accessibility API. The whole design process
is based on User-Centered Design methodology and thus user evaluation is a
necessary step in each phase of design.
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Fig. 1. Storyboards and low fidelity prototypes of the application.
The application will occasionally ask the user YES or NO question about the
route and surroundings, providing crowd-sourcing potential. The largest problem
there is localisation of the user with sidewalk level of accuracy. GPS is not precise
enough, so a sequence of additional tasks is needed every time. The application
will ask the user to walk a few meters (because movement improves precision).
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Even when you receive user location quite precise, you cant still know on which
side of the street the user is, so we need to ask the user every time on which side
is the road. The application can the navigate the user to the destination.
3 Evaluation
The project is currently in prototyping phase. As of now, all testing of the user
interface including heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough suggest great
usability. The only problem that can happen on the navigation route is a lost
of GPS signal. The application is then completely blind and can serve only
saved segments of the route. But when the user gets lost or needs to localise
him/herself, the application cannot serve any relevant information to the user.
This is a tough problem that probably cannot be solved easily or not even at
all. The only option there would be for the user to ask around for an address to
input into the application, so the application can provide a new route.
4 Conclusions
The application in its current stage needs more testing to be proved. But every-
thing suggests that visually-impaired people with Android or iOS device would
enjoy using this application to get into unknown places without an assistant.
The main task now is to develop the application into its final shape and work
on solutions to improve localisation precision.
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the project Naviga-
tion of handicapped people funded by grant no. SGS16/236/OHK3/3T/13 (FIS
161 – 1611663C000) and by IBM Academic Initiative and IBM Ceska republika,
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Thomas Neumann, Loreen Pogrzeba, Stefanie Gassel, and Markus Wacker
University of Applied Science (HTW) Dresden, Germany
Abstract. Tests for postural stability are widely used for balance assess-
ment in rehabilitation and geriatrics, e.g. as indicator for the risk of falling.
Maintaining body balance requires constant coordinated activation of a
multitude of muscles. Their contractions induce deformation of the skin
surface that depend on muscle location, size and strain. This technical
report presents 3D reconstruction methodologies that allow measuring
such subtle skin deformation from multi-view video data. Preliminary
results promise precise insights into the temporal and spatial strategies
for muscle control during balance tests.
1 Introduction
Imagine standing on one of your legs. Immediately, a complex biological control
system is activated in order to contract specific muscles in a sophisticated
arrangement, all in order to prevent you from falling over. Such muscle activations
result in subtle deformations that become visible on the skin surface. Computer
vision techniques are able to reconstruct 3D skin geometry in motion [5], and
recent work suggests that from such 3D measurements the muscular effort can
be estimated [7].
This paper can be seen as an extension of the 3D reconstruction pipeline
proposed in [5, 6]. Here, we focus on a new technique for precisely capturing
3D muscle deformations of the lower limbs during both fast and slow motion.
Our approach obtains highly detailed and spatiotemporally coherent geometry of
deforming skin. It therefore captures individual muscle strands, fat tissue, as well
as tangential stretching and shifting of skin. To facilitate 3D reconstruction from
multiple cameras, we apply a randomized pattern of dots onto the human skin. A
graph matching algorithm allows to match these dot patterns consistently across
multiple calibrated video cameras. This yields a 3D point cloud for each frame
of the motion.
To enable analysis of the 3D surface deformation in motion, our approach
registers the raw 3D point clouds with a common template mesh. This results
in a temporally consistent dense 3D surface. An automatic pose normalization
method is used to subtract the articulated motion of the limbs from this data,
thereby revealing the subtle motion of the muscles and tendons.
⋆ This work was supported in part by ESF (grant number 100231931, TISRA).
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1: Capturing muscle deformations: (a) Subjects are recorded by a multi-sensor
setup consisting of 12 synchronized video cameras, a force plate and 7 wireless
EMG sensors. (b) Camera positions after calibration. (c) Stereo pair of cameras
showing the random dot pattern on the skin.
We evaluate our 3D reconstruction method on data from a multi-sensor
system that synchronously records multi-camera videos as well as EMG data of 7
muscles of the upper and lower leg and plantar pressure distribution. Preliminary
results show that 3D-reconstructed surface deformations can be measured up to
sub-millimeter precision and that those deformations (bulges, tendon activations)
are qualitatively consistent with the recorded EMG data.
2 3D Reconstruction
To capture muscle deformations at high detail, we developed a new vision-based
reconstruction approach that measures dense dynamic 3D geometry with a multi-
camera system, Fig. 1a. Cameras are arranged in a convergent setup around
the lower body, Fig. 1b. To facilitate space-time reconstruction, we apply a
pattern of dense dots to the skin, Fig. 1c. Given the 2D projections of markers
found in multiple camera images, we seek the 3D reconstruction of the markers.
To this end, correspondences between projections of markers have to be found.
For thousands of identically looking markers, matching is highly ambiguous
even when respecting epipolar constraints. Finding the one-to-one matching
between two cameras can be cast as a graph matching problem and solved using
local optimization methods. In theory, this approach produces locally smooth
correspondence fields [1, 2]. In a multi-camera setting, solving several stereo
reconstructions separately yields the 3D reconstruction. However, we observed
that this produces poor results.
We consider interactions between previously separately handled stereo pairs,
in the form of multiview constraints. For example, in Fig. 2, stereo matches m1
and m3 correspond to almost overlapping reconstructed 3D points r1 and r3. We
thus enforce the simultaneous assignment of both matches by strengthening their
pairwise potential during graph matching. Additionally, while matches m1 and
m2 are already in conflict from the one-to-one stereo matching constraint, our
method now also sets m2 and m3 in conflict.
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Fig. 2: Three camera views with ex-
tracted 2D markers. Stereo matches
m1 = m
(c1,c3)
ι(1,2) and m3 = m
(c1,c2)
ι(1,1) tri-
angulate into almost overlapping re-
constructed 3D points r1 and r3, are
thus multiview-consistent. In contrast,
the pair of matches m2 and m3 are in
multiview-conflict.
In general, a solution to the correspondence problem of matching dots between
different cameras can be expressed as an assignment vector x ∈ {0, 1}M , with
M denoting the number of possible matches. If xζ(i,j,a,b) = 1, then the match
between point p(ca)i from camera image ca and p
(cb)
j from camera image cb shall be
part of the 3D reconstruction. The set of multiview-conflict free solutions can be
compactly written as V = {x | Vx ≤ 1}. To break ambiguities, it is additionally
necessary to maximize the pairwise similarity of matches, expressed through the
affinity matrix A ∈ RM×M+ . Thus, an optimal 3D reconstruction may be found
as the solution to
maximize
x∈{x∈{0,1}M | Cx=1 , Vx≤1}
xAx , (1)
where the constraint Cx = 1 enforces a binary one-to-one matching so that any
point from one camera can match at most one point in another camera (this
is common practice in graph matching formulations [1]). After solving Eq. (1)
approximatively (see [4, Section 2.3] for details), we get an optimally consistent
3D reconstruction in form of a point cloud for each recorded frame of multiview
data.
3 Registration and Deformation Analysis
The deformation between two reconstructed 3D point clouds can only be revealed
if correspondences between the 3D points at different timepoints are available. In
order to identify one of the randomly distributed dots, we look at its spatial rela-
tionships to its neighbors. These relationships can be turned into a discriminative
representation, a feature descriptor that facilitates robust matching of points.
We use the affine-invariant modification of Shape Context developed in [5] to
compute a robust set of matches across even large motion and deformations.
Next, we bring a template mesh of the lower body, Fig. 3a, into correspondence
with all the captured 3D point clouds. In one of the frames, landmarks need to
be marked by hand (red dots in Fig. 3a). The automatically determined Shape
Context features are used to perform non-rigid iterative-closest-point (ICP) of
the template mesh to the point clouds. As-rigid-as-possible surface regularization
[8] is employed to interpolate smoothly in areas where no dots are visible (for
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 3: Analysis of muscle deformations during one-legged stance. (a) Template
mesh and initialization point cloud. (b) Template mesh closely fits point cloud
after non-rigid ICP. (c) Deformation of 3D surface at 3 different timepoints, blue
areas are dimples, red areas are bulges. (d) EMG signals.
example where the EMG sensor occludes the dots). We use the global formulation
of Zollhöfer et al. [9]. As a result, we obtain the deformed template mesh that
closely fits the observed data, Fig. 3b.
In a last step, we remove pose-related motion of the foot, the lower, and the
upper leg: we first estimate a segmentation into body parts from a squat motion
of the same leg using the method of Kavan, Sloan, and O’Sullivan [3]. Then,
based on this part segmentation, a rigid transformation can be estimated for
each of the body parts and for each time step. Using linear blend skinning we
can apply the inverse transformation at each step for each body part to obtain a
mesh sequence with the articulated motion almost entirely removed.
The net deformation due to muscle motion may be computed from the
displacement of each vertex position v(t)i ∈ R3 at frame t with respect to a
reference position v(0)i ∈ R3 ("t1" in Fig. 3c), simply by computing the difference




i . To distinguish bulges and dimples of muscles, the
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where n(t)i is the normal vector of the 3D surface at vertex i and frame t, and
⊙ denotes component-wise multiplication.
4 Preliminary Results and Outlook
Figure 3c visualizes the bulging of muscles, computed using Eq. (2), on the 3D
surface. Deformations of the 3D surface at different moments in time, Fig. 3c,
are qualitatively consistent with the muscle areas and EMG signals, Fig. 3d, of
the muscles Peroneus and Tibialis Anterior.
In summary, our novel multi-sensor system combines 3D surface geometry
of the skin in high spatio-temporal resolution with plantar pressure distribution
and EMG data for the first time. In the future, we would like to comprehensively
evaluate the experimental results. Surface deformations, as extension to changes
of the center of pressure and EMG data, promise precise insights into the temporal
and spatial strategies for muscle control during balance tests and may lead to
improved assessment and therapy planning.
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Motor Function as Biomarker: Motion Analysis
for Therapeutic Intervention
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Abstract. Medical rating scales are very common in medical assess-
ment, but often provide only coarse and observer-dependent classifica-
tion of symptoms. Especially for the assessment of neurological diseases,
motion analysis can be an indicator to objectively trace motor function
and quantify the success of a therapeutic intervention. The paper illus-
trates requirements and challenges of practically applied motion analysis
using the example of Swedish function oriented music therapy.
Keywords: disabled motion, kinematics, Parkinson’s disease, stroke,
trajectories, treatment
1 Introduction
Medical devices, imaging techniques and mathematical models facilitate the de-
tection, monitoring and prediction of diseases and their progression. While med-
ical products are ubiquitous, systems for recording and analyzing motion se-
quences are rarely used in everyday medical practice, although they offer great
potential for physicians and therapists. Especially in geriatrics, neurology, or-
thopedy, physiotherapy and occupational therapies motion capture technologies
permit the assessment and classification of patients’ motor skills [3, 2, 7]. To
date, physicians assess motor impairments by standardized movement tests and
rank the motion quality in accordance to a given assessment scale. An exten-
sive overview of clinical instruments is given by the Rehabilitation Measures
Database [4]. Despite research about intra- and inter-rater reliability of assess-
ment methods the estimation of motor function and the therapeutic effect over
a long period of treatment can be subjectively distorted [1] or captured inac-
curately by the assessment scale in comparison to a motion capture device [5].
In any case the exact course of movement is not documented and is completely
lost. Computer-assisted approaches can overcome these drawbacks and support
therapists and physicians in the objective assessment of treatment success by
using numerical data and unbiased reasoning. In the following, this will be il-
lustrated based on research within an ongoing cooperation with therapists for
function oriented music therapy (FMT) from Sweden.
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2 Requirements
Since 2011, motion data has been collected in collaboration with different project
partners, e.g. University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus Dresden, Olympic Training
Center Dresden/Chemnitz and International Vojta Society. All of these projects
provide common requirements for a system to capture and analyze motion data:
It has to record movements in a robust and reproducible manner, has to integrate
or refer to already known assessment scales or other evaluation criteria, and has
to be mobile, unobtrusive, inexpensive, and easy to use.
Motion characteristics to quantify and indicate treatment effect need to fulfil the
conditions as stated by Strimbu and Tavel [6]:
1. They need to be detectable via motion capture systems,
2. should vary as little as possible among a comparable patient group,
3. need to be linkable to changes in the objectively assessable health status.
In addition, the investigation of suitable motion characteristics is hindered by
technical and methodical challenges: There exist only a sparse amount of pub-
licly available motion data sets of disabled persons and associated medical as-
sessments, the understanding and objective formulation of a healthy movement
is not necessarily adaptable from existing clinical scales and the process of acqui-
sition and analysis of motion data needs to be robust against varying recording
conditions. In order to investigate the effect of FMT on patients suffering from
neurological diseases, a field study was started in 2012, which is described in the
next section.
Fig. 1. FMT treatment room with Microsoft Kinect sensor, mounted to the ceiling
(a). The movements of a patient are recorded in different drumming patterns, so-called
FMT codes (b).
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3 Data acquisition and processing
Over a six-month treatment period, motion data of each 10 patients with Parkin-
son’s disease and after suffering from stroke was recorded in individual sessions
of music therapy. In each session the patients performed repetitive drumming
movements in different motion patterns, so-called FMT codes (cf. Fig. 2). Since
the FMT therapists assess whole body movements with a scale system from 0
to 5 - from none to serious restrictions of motor function - the selected motion
capture system should detect as many joints as possible. At the time of the study
the Microsoft Kinect sensor fulfilled their requirements (cf. Cp. 2) and recorded
the skeletal data of up to 15 joints. After finishing the recording, the session
data stream is segmented semi-automatically into repetitive drum movements
and classified by FMT code label. In order to make a statement about the suc-
cess of a the therapeutic intervention, a healthy, desired drumming movement
was defined in discussions with the therapists, by researching the literature and
by recording a healthy group of subjects at the HTW Dresden under controlled
conditions in one specific FMT code.
4 Quantification of treatment effect
On the basis of the motion data of the disabled and healthy subjects, conclu-
sions can now be drawn about the effect of the therapeutic intervention on motor
function: How exactly does the therapy change the course of movement between
two sessions (short-term effect) and over the duration of the whole treatment
(long-term effect)? To correct for the variable recording situations under un-
controlled circumstances the motion data has to be transformed in a uniform
representation. Next, the results are compressed visually, because physicians and
therapists are trained in visual inspection of motor function. In FMT a compar-
ison of the motion data given by the positional data of the left and right hand
joints shows quite consistent trajectories with low variance over drumming cycles
for the healthy subjects, but distinct deviations for the disabled patient groups.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by means of 3 subjects. The aforementioned steps are
conducted in each cooperation with project partners and are adapted individ-
ually with regard to the choice of sensors, definition of the desired movements
and results of analysis.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
Changes in the motor function of patients in FMT were recorded and evaluated
for the first time in the presented field study. The first data set of healthy and
disabled subjects performing repetitive drumming movement over 6 months of
treatment under real treatment conditions was collected, segmented and partly
classified into FMT codes. Due to the low number of patients and the vari-
able recording conditions the results of the research are not reliable for medical
decision-making, but offer orientation about changes in the course of motion in
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of the left and right hand joint over the course of the treatment
(first two, last two sessions over a period of half a year) of three subjects (a) healthy,
(b) after stroke, (c) with Parkinson’s disease. The trajectories of subject (b) resemble
the trajectories of the healthy subject (a) the longer the treatment lasts. No adaption
to the healthy trajectory to can be found in subject (c).
repetitive drumming actions. In the future, the variability of the drumming mo-
tion and hand trajectories depending on the target points will be investigated.
A simulation tool will offer detailed insights into the course of motion depending
on disease, gender, treatment session and target points.
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Biomechanical body surface modeling – Muscle
Analysis with OpenSIM
Stefanie Gassel, Thomas Neumann, Markus Wacker
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Abstract. The preliminary work in the field of statistical body shape
modeling ignores the biomechanical nature of surface deformations. Our
research aims at combining the previously separate paradigms – data
driven and simulation driven 3D surface modeling – into a hybrid body
shape model. This paper will demonstrate the application of the open
source tool OpenSim — from model scaling via the simulation workflow
to the challenges and validation process – in order to include simulated
muscle forces and other biomechanical data within the mathematical
model and thus explain and control muscular deformation effects in the
skin surface.
1 Introduction and previous work
Deformation of the skin is caused by a complex interplay of muscles, tendons, fat
and connective tissue during joint and bone motion. Instead of modelling these
biophysical effects by direct physical simulation, an alternative approach is based
on learning deformations from multiple subjects performing various exercises
under varying external forces [2, 6]. Previous work in our group [8] focused on
capturing training data through a multi-camera approach that enabled us to
reconstruct fine-scale muscle detail of the shoulder-arm area in motion. The
statistical shape model built from this data is able to synthesize a mesh with a
set of intuitive parameters including pose, body shape (in this case BMI (body
mass index) or muscularity of the subject) and external forces. Controlling the
external force vector lead to realistic muscle deformation results, even though
no biomechanical data was included in the model at all.
To model the correlation between surface data and biomechanical data is
the focus of our current research. By extending the above mentioned nonlinear
regression model developed within our group, our ambition is to include data like
muscle forces, moments arms and joint moments (from verified sources) into the
model as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose to tweak not just a general force vector but
the force magnitude of specific muscle fibers like the biceps muscles instead. This
enables to make assumptions about distinct muscle activation patterns based on
the skin surface without using EMG sensors or any other sensory devices for
muscle activation measurements. In addition to just enabling more control over
the muscle deformation shape, the range of applications could open up from
? This work was supported in part by ESF (grant number 100231931, TISRA).
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Fig. 1. Data-driven statistical model extended by biomechanical data
almost exclusively computer graphics to applications in therapy, rehabilitation
and sports.
2 Biomechanical simulation with OpenSIM
Fig. 2. OpenSIM processing pipeline for simulating biomechanical data from real mo-
tion data
The biomechanical data was simulated with OpenSIM [4], an open source
framework developed by the university of Stanford, widely used in the biome-
chanics research community (cf. [7]). Our workflow (cf. Fig. 2) includes the fol-
lowing steps:
1. Model selection: Published models vary widely with research focus, the
simulation properties and the limbs included. We decided for an upper limb
model with 6 DOF (degrees of freedom) and 32 muscles[10].
2. Model Scaling: The model needs to be scaled to match the subject’s phys-
iognomy and muscularity based on body landmarks like scapula and elbow,
each to be placed in both the surface model (physical landmarks) and the
simulation model (virtual landmarks).
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3. Inverse kinematics and data processing: The motion curves for each
limb are then calculated with inverse kinematics. In a postprocessing step,
the resulting curves are filtered, clipped and resampled to ensure comparable
data over the range of all subjects and trials.
4. Inverse dynamics: The joint moments (rotational forces in the joints) are
estimated for each timestep of the motion sequence using inverse dynamics.
5. Static Optimization: In the next step we need to estimate which muscles
get triggered to what extend in order to account for these rotational forces
in the joints causing the body motion. There are a lot more muscles in the
human body than necessary to fully actuate each limb, for instance, several
muscles serving as arm flexors or extensors (cf. [5]). Static optimization (SO)
seeks an optimal solution for this underdetermined problem, minimizing the
energy costs for each time step, without fulfilling a full forward integration.
Thus the calculation is relatively fast with 15s of simulation time on CPU
for a 3 second motion trial. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the simulation results.
Comparing all the maximum force values of all simulated muscles for both
motions, reveals distinct patterns of muscle activation.
6. Validation: SO just delivers one of several solutions possible and validation
with real world data for instance EMG data, is necessary. We compare our
results to the Delft Shoulder Movement Database [3] containing EMG and
motion data for the same types of motion. We leave a thorough comparison
with EMG data for future work.
Fig. 3. Mean muscle forces of Deltoidus, Triceps and Biceps muscles over 10 subjects
and 5 to 8 repetitions recorded for two different motions: Biceps curl (left) with and
without barbell weights and shoulder adduction (right). While the arm flexor and
extensor muscles are active during biceps curl, the arm lift motion requires the shoulder
muscles to be activated.
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3 Correlation of surface and muscle data
The main goal consists of synthesizing the skin surface from simulated biome-
chanical data and vice versa to predict the muscle activation pattern from surface
data. To obtain preliminary results that hint at the potential of our approach, we
ignored body pose, the variation in barbell weight as well as the biomechanical
data, just concentrating on the shape. The focus is thus on the muscle induced
part of the deformation exclusively. Pose specific deformation was normalized
out in this first step. First of all, modelling or learning shapes, requires a means
of modelling deformations. Therefore we applied the deformation gradients as
described by Sumner and Popovi [11] and Allen et al. [1], which model shape
deformation based on the triangle edges instead of the vertices directly.
Fig. 4. a) Variation lying in the first 2 principal components for manually defined
regions using the single shapes of one biceps curl cycle as input data. b) Shape change
in the axis of the first principle component over the course of a biceps curl repetition.
c) With OpenSIM simulated muscle forces.
In the next steps, we have been following the approach of SCAPE [2] to
combine a shape and pose model side by side. We applied Principal Compo-
nent Analysis to two predefined muscle regions of Biceps and Triceps area – the
agonist-antagonist pair of muscles for arm flexion and extension. As Fig. 4 illus-
trates, especially when overshooting the first component, which carries 65 % of
all shape variation, by 3 times standard deviation, the biceps and triceps muscles
bulge out visibly. The curve of shape change within its axis over the course of




The results are encouraging to do further research on the correlation of surface
data and muscle force data and thus to gradually extend the model to fully in-
clude the biomechanical data simulated with the OpenSIM framework. Future
improvements also include the replacement of the manual muscle region defini-
tion process with an automatic process based on Sparse Localized Deformation
Components [9].The objective persists in synthesizing new shapes by varying
individual muscle forces for the shoulder-arm area. Tackling this problem will
open up a wide range of applications in therapy, balance testing and sports.
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RoNiSCo: Robotic Night Shift Companion
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Abstract. This publication presents requirements for an autonomous
mobile robot platform that help caretakers in a stationary retirement
home during the night shift. Consolidating algorithms and approaches
from almost all research fields of robotics made it possible to create
a complex system able to navigate freely in a learned environment, to
recognize incidents like elderly getting lost and to contact a caretaker via
a smartphone or computer application if that incident has to be reported.
Keywords: Human Machine Interaction; Robot Assisted HealthCare;
Ambient Assisted Living
1 Introduction & Related Work
We live in a modern world full of technology. However, in several fields of work
this modern comfortable support does not exist yet. This work investigates how
it is possible to increase the quality of life in such a case: stationary retirement
homes. But attention is not only paid to working fields of the medical staff but
the elderly people as well.
In this publication a control architecture for a mobile robot platform (Scitos
G5 by MetraLabs GmbH) is introduced. This robot is capable to patrol an indoor
stationary retirement home environment and looks for elderly people who lost
their way. If such an incident happens, the staff is informed via an application
on a mobile device. The patrol service was requested multiple times in our talks
with caregivers in 2 different facilities as well as listed in studies provided by [4].
Additionally, in a Japanese facility a robot was successfully deployed to patrol
through rooms and monitor patients [8]. In the field of ambient assisted living,
Cesta et al. in [1] developed a system which companionizes elderlies in their
own homes. This enables the robot to manage appointments, to remind of the
regular intake of medication or classify possible emergencies to call for help.
Mobiserv [6] and CompanionAble [3] are other projects where robotic systems
assist elderlies in their own homes. Besides the intake of medication the field
tests in [2, 5] showed the high acceptance and necessity of introducing mobile
robotics into health care.
? This work was supported in part by ESF grant number 100231931.
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2 Setting
The retirement home in which the proposed system is deployed consists of mul-
tiple 4 floor buildings. Due to the shortage of professional caretakers, there is
only one staff member responsible for two floors. Consequently, the caretaker
would need some time to notice if anything undesirable would have happened.
Even if there were caretakers on all floors, the way the building was constructed
would hinder the personnel to monitor the complete floor.
Giving the caretaker more assurance, that currently unobserved areas are
safe. Hence, these areas do not need to be patrolled by the caretaker, which
saves a lot of time. This allows the personnel to spend it with the elderlies.
The choice of a robot platform instead of a passive camera monitoring system is
two-folded: Primarily, it arose from the human robot interaction possibilities. If
an emergency occurs, the robot is able to distract the resident until help arrives
as well as to support the nursing personnel with equipment in case of a first
aid situation. The second reason is regulations that forbid to lock the building’s
entrance doors from the inside (e.g. in case of a fire emergency). Most residents
of a stationary retirement home suffer from dementia. One of the symptoms
is a distracted daily routine, which for instance can lead to the desire to go
shopping in the middle of the night. Due to the fact, that doors are only able to
be opened from the inside, in several occasions residents locked themselves out.
A robot platform can bind those people by simply talking to them.
3 Requirements
As described in the previous section, the main purpose of the proposed system
is to provide information to the care personnel about residents wandering the
hallways. This information is gathered and processed by a mobile robot platform.
Using a robot makes it necessary to provide even more information about the
robot itself, e.g. battery status, its whereabouts, and its current task.
To provide this information, the caregivers, who have to be available every-
where in the building, need to be equipped with an adequate mobile device. We
decided for an implementation on a smartphone because we assume the per-
sonnel is already acquainted to its usage, it is easy to replace and due to its
compactness. Figure 1 displays our smartphone application.
Having a mobile robot allows for additional use cases like calling the robot
to the caretaker’s own position (e.g. to fetch a first aid kit), to send the robot
out of the way (e.g. for moving furniture), or to send the robot to a specific spot
where something might have happened. For this, the caretaker needs to have the
possibility to control the robot’s position.
However, sending the robot on more complex missions (e. g. defining the way-
points for the patrol) might be a challenging task when performed on the screen
of a smartphone. Hence, in an addition to the smartphone, we decided to inte-
grate a base station with a fixed position in form of a laptop. So the mobile device
is for fast and easy access, while the laptop is for configuration. Allowing the
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a) b) c) d)
Fig. 1. a) A status display shows battery charge, textual position description and
robot status. b) A control display shows textual position description, floor plan and an
icon marks the robot position. Caretakers can set a new target position on the map.
c) Status display shows status message for incident status yellow, where there is an
uncertain people hypothesis. d) Incident display showing robot location and camera
stream. The detected person is centered in the image.
communication between the devices makes a wireless network setup inevitable.
A disadvantage of a wireless network is that clients can lose their network con-
nection if the signal strength is too low. In such a case (or if the battery of the
mobile device drained unnoticed), it is necessary to inform caretakers about the
disconnected device. Furthermore, the network connection needs to be protected
against illegitimate access. This guarantees both the protection of the collected
data and the access limitation over the robot’s control functionality.
Finally, following the principle of data reduction and data economy, only
relevant data should be provided by the robot to improve application handling
and clarity of displayed information, as well as to lower the risk of data abuse. It
is useful to differ displayed data automatically depending on the robot’s situation
to give caregivers as few information as necessary, which allows a fast evaluation
of the situation around the robot in case of an emergency. Additionally, resulting
from the usage of different sensors, e.g. cameras, which the robot needs to analyze
its environment, data protection issues are of highly concern. Data coming from
the sensors is not stored on the robot’s hard disc drive.
4 Preliminary Test Results
We executed tests with a limited number of caretakers and elderly people during
night shifts. The circumstance, that only a limited number of test persons were
available is mitigated by Nielsen and Landauer’s proposal [7], that only a few test
persons are sufficient to get a first estimation of a system’s usability. Successive
interviews with involved residents and caretakers showed an appreciation of the
robot. Caretakers approved the robot because they had time to do important
work instead of patroling on the floors themselves. Residents enjoyed the presence
of the patrolling robot and its appearance. The robot was a diversion in their
routine and a head-turner in the retirement home. Despite the limited number
of test persons, our test results are a first baseline to assume a high acceptance
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of our patrol system. Suggestions coming from the care personnel overlap with
our already planned extensions.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
This publication presents setting, requirements and preliminary test results of
a system which supports caretakers in stationary retirement home during night
shift. A mobile robot can patrol on the corridors instead of a caretaker. If an
incident occurs all connected client devices will receive a message containing inci-
dent details. In particular, information about detected people are important for
caretakers so they can react. While the robot fulfills the patrol task, caretakers
have time to do other tasks.
Further work will extend the current system with person-oriented behavior
and security features. This will improve security for residents as well as support
for caretakers. An important step is to perform more user studies to consider user
requests. Results will show user acceptance, weak points during work, impact on
the caretakers time management and number of incidents during night shift.
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Explorations into use-cases of conversation
systems in campus environment
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Abstract. Conversation systems gain a lot of attention nowadays. They
provide a natural language interfaces for various services commonly in a
form of a text-messaging user interface. Many of these services are rather
simple information retrieval services such as weather forecast or news. In
our talk, we explore several use-cases placed into campus environment
navigation, problem solving, and accessibility for visually impaired stu-
dents. Our prototype applications were developed in cooperation with
IBM Research in Prague and introduce state-of-art IBM Watson Con-
versation technology.
Keywords: dialog management, conversation system, use-cases, user-
study
1 Introduction
The classical user interface have been around for enough time so it feels natural
for casual computer user. Many conventions are commonly recognised and well
understood. The physical limitations of the screen and human visual recognition
create boundaries that are well understood. The domain of virtual agents is using
natural language that is much larger and much less structured. The virtual agents
can be used in wide variety of roles. Ranging from service work in hospitals [?],
enhancing everyday tasks [?], to pure entertainment as an companions inside
games [?]. One of interesting topics is to use the virtual agent for navigation [?].
2 Method
There are multiple ways for the user to interact with virtual agents. The tradi-
tional approach is to provide the user with keyboard and mouse. The user will
write their prompts and the virtual agent will answer. Alternative option is to
use a touch screen. This however might not be a viable solution in case we use
the screen for presentation of useful data (such as a map) since the virtual key-
board will consume a considerable amount of space of the screen. Another way is
to have the user speak to a microphone. This way the user is not distracted with
other input methods and can interact with the virtual agent more naturally.
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of various application developed during the research.
3 Evaluation
We have designed and implemented several prototypes of user interfaces using
virtual agents. We have focused mainly on use-cases connected to the campus
and students live. Further we also considered students with special needs. First
we implemented a prototype of a virtual agent (conversation system) in con-
nection with talking head system. The system was designed to help students
with foreign study program application (i.e. Erasmus). Input and output modal-
ities were both text and speech. Next, we implemented two prototypes helping
students to navigate inside complex buildings. First of the prototypes was fo-
cused on localisation, second on navigation. Last, we implemented a prototype
of conversation navigation system, which assisted blind students with navigation
between the university buildings.
4 Conclusions
The prototypes showed us that conversation systems and virtual agent systems
are useful for retrieval of the information and in assistance with complex tasks.
However, there are still limitation with speech recognition in crowded noisy
places and with social acceptance of these systems.
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the project Naviga-
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Abstract. We present an alternative approach to example-based styl-
ization as previous approaches fail in recreating the richness of the artist’s
work. We analyze and alleviate their problematic parts present in our
scenario. Our approach improves the guidance used in the synthesis al-
gorithm to better preserve important details focused by artists. Algo-
rithmic improvement includes energy minimization further reinforced by
adaptive enforcement of uniform patch assignments. Both these improve-
ments create satisfactory results as is demonstrated in comparison to the
previous approaches.
Keywords: example-based, texture synthesis, global illumination, light
path expressions
1 Introduction
Creation of a complex hand-drawn art from scratch is a time-consuming and ex-
pensive process. While the creative human part is currently irreplaceable with a
machine, the repetitive part can be taken care of once the machine has ”learned”
the style. Stylization of 3D renderings by example is therefore desirable and ap-
plicable in wide array of areas such as animation or video games. The formal
definition of the problem, first introduced by Hertzmann et al. [1], is as follows:
given example image A, its stylized counterpart A’ and a target image B, create
stylized version B’ by applying the same stylization as in A’ (see the attached
image). For this kind of computer aid to work properly and to create plausible
results, one must consider many aspects of the artists style. There can be various
colours for different types of illumination effects or different painting methods
used (watercolour, oil, etc.). All this has to be taken into account and addressed
properly.
Previous research [1] in the area does not meet our requirements for the
results as it leaves visible artefacts (caused by greedy synthesis algorithm) and
fails to reproduce specific illumination effects (caused by the guidance textures
A and B relying mostly on color information). The goal of our work is to more
accurately preserve the richness of the artist’s artwork. Our solution proposes
alternative approach regarding both guidance and algorithm based on energy
minimization [2] and enforcement of uniform patch assignments [3].
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Fig. 1. Results of the algorithm.
2 Method
There are two main contributions in our work that target the most significant
problems of Hertzmann et al. [1]. Input textures A and B alone do not provide
enough information for the synthesis to be able to match areas containing the
same illumination effects. For this reason, we provide additional guidance tex-
tures for both example and target images (see the attached image). The guidance
textures are 3D renderings of the illumination effects we aim to preserve called
Light Path Expression images (LPEs). These textures are initially concatenated
to a single multi-channel textures A and B which are used in the input instead.
This way the similarity metric evaluation includes ”illumination effect closeness”
of the compared patches.
The original greedy approach of Hertzmann et al. [1] is replaced with newer
approach [2] that minimizes texture energy and does overall better work in tex-
ture synthesis. However, the energy minimization technique is known for causing
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wash-out effect where only a small number of low-frequency patches of the exam-
ple texture are being excessively reused in the synthesized target. We alleviate
this issue by enforcing uniform patch assignments [3]. Unfortunately, the en-
forcement alone does not work in our scenario as well since enforced uniformity
works only in specific synthetic scenarios. Therefore we use it in an adaptive way
that iteratively adds correct assignments until all example patches are assigned
correctly.
3 Evaluation
We have compared our results to those of Hertzmann et al. [1] with focus on
artefacts and preservation of proper illumination effects. As we can see, the
effects are matched correctly and no disruptive artefacts are present leaving us
with satisfactory results (see the attached image). We have also conducted live
sessions with human artists to try StyLit which all resulted in positive feedbacks.
4 Conclusions
We have localized the most problematic parts of the original synthesis algorithm
authored by Hertzmann et al. [1]. By using LPEs as additional guidance tex-
tures and texture energy minimization [2]] combined with adaptive enforcement
of uniform patch assignments [3] we were able to correctly recreate author’s
stylization of the example on the target.
However, there are still limitations to our approach that deserve attention.
Currently, LPEs are required to have matching light source positions and view
points in the example and the target. Slight changes to these properties are
usually reasonably taken care of, but more aggressive changes quickly result in
unpleasant artefacts and inability to recognize matching illumination effects.
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Abstract. Everyone who tried one of the new Virtual Reality technolo-
gies for the first time is astonished. We want to utilize this new medium
to gather information about a wide range of aspects in the field of human
robot interaction, e.g. interest estimation, acoustic and semantic speech
processing, or robot navigation behavior. The first area this approach is
applied to, will be the museum environment of the Technische Sammlun-
gen Dresden. Conducting experiments within the real environment is not
only time consuming in preparation but also greatly limits the amount
of test subjects and the kind of tests. With the use of VR experiments
could be executed without a costly preparation in direct vicinity of our
working place. Resulting from that, the iteration cycle time is drastically
reduced leading to a faster more user oriented development.
1 Motivation
In user oriented software development it is key, to observe and evaluate user
experiences and wishes in early stages of the development progress. Especially
the development of a real world robotic system requires multiple time consuming
iterations. These iterations are extensively prolonged due to the fact, that the
robot system has to be deployed in its productive environment. This is necessary
to be able to investigate the full scope of all changes made during an iteration.
The use of VR technology enables the developer to test each development step
before it is feasable to be deployed. Therefore the incorporation of changes pro-
duces a lower overhead and because of that, the development cycle can easily be
adjusted to focus more on user tests.
2 State of Technology
The commercially available Virtual Reality devices (see fig. 1) basically are all
built the same way. Key part is a display held near in front of the users eyes by
a casing. The ability to focus the content on the screen is realized by a Fresnel
lens for each eye, which offer a wide field of view (most devices between 100° and
150°). The image shown on the display is split into two parts - one for the right
eye and one for the left. Due to this stereoscopic approach the impression of
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a three-dimensional environment is simulated. With multiple different sensors,
all devices are capable to register user movements. This way, the user feels like
being immersed in that simulated environment. The following subsections give a
short introduction to different devices, pros and cons as well as their use cases.
Fig. 1. Collection of currently available Virtual Reality Systems: Cardboard-Likes
(left), HTC Vive (upper right), Oculus Rift with Touch Controller (lower right).
2.1 HTC Vive
The HTC Vive contains the Head Mounted Display (HMD) itself, two controllers
and two tracking devices called Lighthouses. The Lighthouses send out infrared
laser beams which are deflected by a mirror to scan a three dimensional space.
Within this space, the controllers and the HMD triangulate themselves. Via
Bluetooth the controllers send their position to the HMD, which uses an USB
connection to a computer. The HMD has to be connected to the computer for
communication data transmission (USB), visual data transmission (HDMI) and
to a power supply. The original cable has a length of approximately 5m.
Pros The complete set offers a out of the box room scale tracking. The chosen
type of transmitting the positional data results in accurate and low latency
tracked controllers and HMD. This gives not just the impression to be in a
virtual world but also the ability to interact and manipulate this world. This
greatly improves the feeling of immersion.
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Cons The HMD itself is noticeably heavy, which could distract the user from
the VR experience and therefore lowering the degree of immersion. The same is
true for the cable solution which connects the HMD (from the back of the users
head) to the computer.
Use Cases The system is especially designed for room scale environments. With
the use of artificial locomotion types it is possible to move in larger areas but
the physical movement of a user is confined to the available area, determined by
free space, tracking radius of the base stations and the cable length. This leads
to a maximal walk-able area of approximately 3.5x3.5m.
2.2 Oculus Rift with Touch
The Oculus Rift was initially designed for seated experiences. Resulting from
this, the basic product contains the HMD and an infrared tracking camera.
Infrared LED are placed on the HMD to visually triangulate the spatial position.
In December 2016 the hand-held tracked controller (Oculus Touch) were released.
Based on the the same tracking technology but with one additional camera the
Oculus Rift is now able to offer room scale tracking. As the HTC Vive, the
Oculus Rift HMD is powered by an external power supply and connected to
the computer by an HDMI cable for sound and video signals and a USB for
additional peripheral devices (approx. 4m).
Pros Due to the camera sensors externally connected to the computer, the
provided cable is much thinner than the one from the HTC Vive, resulting in a
less noticeable presence. Additionally the Touch controllers are able to recognize
simple hand gestures like “pointing” or “thumbs up”.
Cons The tracking approach uses image based triangulation with multiple cam-
era sensors. This leads to a high bandwidth to transmit and more CPU load to
evaluate the image data. The shorter cable and the vision based tracking reduce
the usable area to 1.5 x 1.5m with two camera sensors and 2.5 x 2.5 m with
three sensors.
Use Cases With additional sensors and Touch controllers the use cases are
similar to the HTC Vive.
2.3 Cardboard-Likes
The Cardboard devices are cases to hold a smartphone as display. There are a lot
of different construction types in a wide variety of prices commercially available.
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Pros Utilizing the smartphone as display renders the HMD independent of
a dedicated computer and power supply. Therefore no external connection is
necessary. In contrast to the Vive and Rift, these devices are lighter and resulting
from that, they are lesser intrusive.
Cons The missing outside tracking reduces the positional tracking to a gaze
direction estimation offered by the smartphones inertial measurement unit. The
lack of a correcting tracking sensor, often leads to a unpleasant positional drift
within the virtual environment. Additionally, the missing computing power of a
stand alone computer, reduces the graphical fidelity of simulated environments.
Use Cases The use cases are limited to seated and standing experiences.
2.4 Expected in near Future
There are announcements to cope with the 3 major problems the available VR-
HMDs have. First, low latency wireless image transmitters will be available based
on GiFi (60 Ghz-Wifi-Adapter by TPCast 1st Quarter 2017) with 8Gpbs ( Gi-
gabits per second in real world conditions) and LiFi - Visible Light Communica-
tions with up to 224Gpbs (in laboratory conditions). Secondly, higher resolution
displays are already available for mobile screens and will be built into the second
generation of HMDs. Finally, built in eye tracking is announced, which enables
the computer to estimate on which area on the image the user is focusing. This
information is used to only render this specific area in full resolution to save
computational costs.
3 Accomplishments
Fig. 2. The initial greyboxing environment built in Unity3d for first interaction tests.
For our first steps the workflow from game development was adopted. To test
mechanics and procedures, a very simplistic virtual environment is created. This
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step is called greyboxing (see Fig. 2). This environment already offers the possi-
bility to add a navigational mesh, which is automatically computed with respect
to all non traversable areas. With this mesh, the first simple robot model is capa-
ble of motion and path planning without colliding with obstacles. Subsequently, a
more sophisticated robot model was added. As the real robot platform this model
is able to move its head to show interaction and has a interactive touchscreen dis-
play. The latter was realized by a library called awesomium - a chromium based
HTML render engine with full HTML5 capabilities. That engine is needed to
display the same underlying graphical user interface as used in the real world
scenario [1]. Due to the fact, that the museum environment is larger than the
available physical free space, an arm-swinger locomotion was added. This en-
ables the user to simply swing the controllers besides the body like one would
naturally do while walking around. This type of movement is practical to walk
and simultaneously look around and most users do not perceive it as nauseating.
4 Future Work
Fig. 3. Different visualization graphs of human emotions (left by Plutchik [2] and
middle by Nixon [3]) and the planned type of user self assessment (right).
Photogrammetry The next big step will be to bring more real world ex-
hibits into to museum simulation. That will be achieved by partly reconstruct-
ing the objects with photogrammetry [4,5] as well as simplifying the resulting
complex virtual objects by hand. In contrast to very impressive results in the
photogrammetry of natural scenes, the feature based algorithms can not cope
with the technical exhibits that has to be digitized for the proposed scenario.
Due to large, even and single colored surfaces, there are no features that can
be matched against each other. It is necessary to introduce artificial markers to
achieve stability in the algorithms and avoid the mentioned problem.
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User Tests Our goal is to evaluate the users behavior in terms of intrinsic
parameters. On the one hand, some parameters like interest in a certain object,
can be observed from the outside by implementing a gaze estimation. On the
other hand the users emotions (bored, happy, neutral etc. ) are very hard to
monitor. The goal is to give the user a tool within VR similar to the diagrams
in fig. 3 to achieve a constant self assessment. This provides the opportunity
to monitor the users emotion and subsequently evaluate the classification of
externally estimated parameters.
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